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Abstract— To reduce the number of pending cases and conflicting rulings in the Brazilian Judiciary, the National Congress amended
the Constitution, allowing the Brazilian Supreme Court (STF) to create binding precedents (BPs), i.e., a set of understandings that
both Executive and lower Judiciary branches must follow. The STF’s justices frequently cite the 58 existing BPs in their decisions,
and it is of primary relevance that judicial experts could identify and analyze such citations. To assist in this problem, we propose
LegalVis, a web-based visual analytics system designed to support the analysis of legal documents that cite or could potentially cite a
BP. We model the problem of identifying potential citations (i.e., non-explicit) as a classification problem. However, a simple score is
not enough to explain the results; that is why we use an interpretability machine learning method to explain the reason behind each
identified citation. For a compelling visual exploration of documents and BPs, LegalVis comprises three interactive visual components:
the first presents an overview of the data showing temporal patterns, the second allows filtering and grouping relevant documents by
topic, and the last one shows a document’s text aiming to interpret the model’s output by pointing out which paragraphs are likely to
mention the BP, even if not explicitly specified. We evaluated our identification model and obtained an accuracy of 96%; we also made
a quantitative and qualitative analysis of the results. The usefulness and effectiveness of LegalVis were evaluated through two usage
scenarios and feedback from six domain experts.
Index Terms—Legal Documents, Visual Analytics, Brazilian Legal System, Natural Language Processing
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I NTRODUCTION

The Brazilian Supreme Court (Supremo Tribunal Federal (STF) in
Portuguese) is the highest court of law in Brazil. It is primarily responsible for guarding the rights in the Brazilian Constitution. There
are eleven justices, nominated by the President and confirmed by the
Senate. Among its multiple attributions, STF can provide a final judgment on appeals from other courts and a judicial review on some norms
created in the country.
In 2004, Brazil had more than 100 million pending cases in the
Judiciary [11]. To reduce those numbers and avoid conflicting decisions, the National Congress amended the Constitution that same year,
allowing STF to create binding precedents (Súmulas Vinculantes in
Portuguese). These precedents consolidate understandings on judicial
issues that both Executive and lower Judiciary branches must follow.
From 2004 to 2020, the Court ruled 58 of those precedents, covering
some of the most critical discussions from crime to tax law [13]. For
example, binding precedent 37 addresses the issue of salaries of public
servants and has the following statement: “It is not up to the Judiciary,
which has no legislative function, to increase the salaries of public servants, on the grounds of isonomy.” At first, the intention was to end the
controversy. Still, the STF ends up later resolving thousands of cases
that present a divergence on the application of a binding precedent (BP).
Consequently, STF’s justices regularly cite these binding precedents in
their decisions.
We consider a decision as a justice’s ruling on a particular legal
case, written and published on a legal document afterward. The terms
“decision” and “legal document” are used interchangeably in this paper.
Given the large number of decisions in STF — more than 1 million from
2011 to 2020 [12] — , lawyers and other judicial experts face difficulties
finding citations to BPs and analyzing them. Such difficulties arise
from the lack of a computational tool to help the experts to find, for
instance, decisions that cite a particular BP of interest. Moreover, it
is usual to have decisions with hundreds of pages, making it hard for
lawyers and other experts to find parts of interest where justices cite,
quote, or implicitly mention a BP.
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We worked alongside a domain expert to address these challenges
to develop a web-based visual analytic tool named LegalVis. We
designed this system to explore and analyze the texts of STF’s legal
documents, particularly their explicit or implicit relationships with
binding precedents. In contrast to an explicit citation to a BP, which
can be easily found by searching “Binding Precedent #X” (in free
translation) in the document’s content, finding potential citations to a
BP is not a straightforward task. To tackle this issue, LegalVis relies
on a machine learning model to identify potential citations, building
upon an interpretability mechanism to provide reliable explanations
for the model’s decisions. This system also provides mechanisms for
quickly identifying documents and BPs of interest through multiple
linked views and interactive tools. These features permit easy analysis
of the content of the documents and, at the same time, allow us to
interpret the relationships that exist between similar documents and
their relation with the BPs. We demonstrate the potential of LegalVis
through two usage scenarios that show insightful and relevant findings.
Our usage scenarios were validated by six domain experts not involved
in the system’s development, who also outlined the usefulness and
potential of LegalVis.
Both components in LegalVis, the potential citation identification
model and the visual analytics tool, could be applied to any court within
the judicial system. We have chosen to deal with STF’s decisions due
to their relevance in the national context. Our main contributions are:
• A pipeline for the identification of potential (i.e., non-explicit)
citations that relies on (i) a machine learning model and (ii) an
interpretability mechanism that provides reliable explanations for
the model’s decisions. Properly handling legal data, especially
non-English data, is a sensitive task by its nature. Our pipeline
and obtained results benefit this application domain and may
inspire other applications.
• LegalVis, a visual analytics system that assists lawyers and other
judicial experts in exploring legal documents and binding precedents.
• Two usage scenarios, validated by six domain experts not involved
in the system’s development, showing relevant judicial findings
concerning STF’s decisions.
2 R ELATED W ORK
In this paper, we are interested in identifying and analyzing decisions
somehow related to binding precedents, either by explicitly citing or
implicitly mentioning them. In this context, a crucial step is to compute
and visualize the similarity between the binding precedent and parts

of a legal document. In the following, we discuss related research
under two perspectives: visualization of similarities between parts of
documents and works related to legal documents analysis.
2.1

Visualizing Similarities between Parts of Documents

Several text visualization techniques have been proposed for many
tasks, domains, and data types. We point the reader to the surveys by
Alharbi and Laramee [2] and by Kucher and Kerren [42] for a broader
understanding of this topic.
One particular category of techniques focuses on visualizing
document-level similarity, which is generally achieved by representing
documents as points in a 2D or 3D visualization plane and positioning
them accordingly [4, 17, 66]. Rather than just knowing whether two
documents are similar to each other, one may be interested in exploring
similarity at a fragment-level, i.e., by visually comparing parts (or fragments) of documents (e.g., paragraphs or sentences) to a reference text
and highlighting their similarities.
A high similarity between the two parts is expected when there is
text repetition, which is one of the text reuse possibilities [72]. Still,
even parts that do not share many words may be similar to each other
depending on the underlying semantics [20]. Either way, a visual
analysis of these similar parts’ contents is helpful in various contexts,
as in tasks related to technical writing [62] and plagiarism identification [56, 59]. Examples include PicaPica [59], a visual analytic tool
that highlights differences and commonalities between two documents
to help users in detecting plagiarism, and the Text Re-use Browser [37],
which highlights pairs of similar sentences of the Bible via a dot plot
matrix.
Different visualization techniques support the comparison between
documents at a fragment-level, from grid-based heatmaps [1,37] to sideby-side views [59]. They usually fall into one of two basic categories
depending on the level of details on the raw text they provide [36]: while
close reading techniques allow the analysis of the text itself (words,
phrases, ideas, and so on — see, e.g., Text Re-use Reader [37]), distant
reading techniques1 generate abstract representations that summarize
the texts’ information (see, e.g., Compare Cloud [27] and ViTA [1]).
As stated by Jänicke et al. [36], hybrid strategies that guide users from
distant to close reading (top-down approach) successfully apply the
well-established visual information-seeking mantra “overview first,
zoom and filter, then details-on-demand" [61]. Visual analytic tools
usually rely on linked views to accomplish hybrid visualizations. One
such example is the system proposed by Kiesel et al. to compare
argument structures in essays [39].
Our approach computes syntactic and semantic similarities (for explicit and potential citations, respectively) between parts of a document
and the binding precedent being cited. To show such similarities intuitively and effectively, we rely on a hybrid approach that allows
both distant and close readings in a top-down manner. Contrary to
the mentioned systems, LegalVis is designed to handle Brazilian legal
documents and particularities. We discuss studies related to the analysis
of legal documents in the following section.
Finally, different visual encoding strategies may be employed to
optimize the analysis of similar parts’ contents when in close reading.
One such choice is the use of colors (in the background or font color)
to indicate common words or shared ideas [59]. Other possibilities
include changes in the font size, connections, and glyphs [36]. LegalVis
employs the first option.
2.2

Legal Documents Analysis

In common law countries, such as the United States and Australia,
lawyers and other judicial experts often search for precedents, looking
at how old decisions could help solve open cases [74]. In this context,
automated text processing becomes a valuable tool that allows these
professionals to search and analyze legal documents [6, 51], especially
when the task of interest involves finding relevant precedents or similar
decisions [24, 52].
1 Close reading and distant reading are terms firstly created to categorize
visualization techniques applied to digital humanities [22].

Given the many benefits of visual analytics, some authors have created visualization tools to help users explore such a high amount of
legal data. An example is Knowlex [46], a visual analytic system that
links and exhibits Italian legal documents from different sources related to the user’s law of interest. By employing citation networks,
EUCaseNet [45] allows one to visually explore citations involving judgments from the European Court of Justice through network structural
properties that will enable, e.g., recognizing relevant precedents and
judges’ behaviors. Visualizations applied to other countries’ legal data
also exist, for example, in Netherlands [43] and Portugal [18].
Despite advances in the development of visual frameworks to assist
in legal documents analysis, users are still challenged in exploring
and visualizing legal data in Brazil. The Brazilian courts’ websites
and other official platforms usually exhibit copious pages of results,
each containing several and long decisions [6]. A few efforts have
been made to enhance the visualization of these data. One of them
is the Supremo 2.0 system [21], a tool designed to visualize STF’s
quantitative and multidimensional data. By working with a dataset
similar to ours, Gomez-Nieto et al. [32] proposed a visual analytic tool
that allows exploring case-related aggregated information from STF
through different representations (e.g., stacked graphs, treemaps, and
heatmaps).
Our approach addresses a challenge not pursued by any other tool,
even though some of them have characteristics in common with ours,
such as linked views or the use of STF’s data. LegalVis’s primary
goal is to provide a compelling exploration of legal documents that
explicitly or potentially cite binding precedents. This involves an
effective visualization and suitable machine learning and interpretability
methods to identify and explain potential (non-explicit) citations. Not
even those studies that also rely on STF’s data [21, 32] consider this
type of citation information in their work.
Other tools and search engines. Various platforms developed search
engines for legal documents and jurisprudence. In Brazil, Buscador
Dizer o Direito [16] presents commented documents, although the number of commentaries may be considered small, and OAB Juris [53]
uses artificial intelligence algorithms to present more relevant results.
Other Brazilian platforms include JusBrasil [38] and LexML [48]. In
the Netherlands, Bluetick [10] offers suggestions and similarity concepts during the search. In general, however, these platforms do not
offer efficient visualization or natural language processing (NLP) algorithms that could improve results and time during a user’s search. Some
other tools are more elaborate, offering solutions based on analytics,
visualization, machine learning, digitalization, and process automation.
In Brazil, Finch Platform [31] and Legal One [64] are some of the
most known tools, and, in United States, there are Lexis [47], Westlaw [65], and Casetext [19]. The last one, in particular, allows the
use of Transformer-based models [67] to search for case laws that are
similar to given sentences. As stated, none of these tools and search
engines meets LegalVis’s objectives.
3

S YSTEM OVERVIEW

After several weekly meetings with a domain expert, we identified the
challenges behind exploring legal documents and binding precedents.
We characterize a set of questions/requirements to be addressed by the
analytical tool. We present the system’s requirements and the concrete
visualization tasks that guided our visual design throughout this section.
We also provide an overview of the system’s workflow.
3.1

System Requirements

After elucidating the domain experts’ needs, we came up with several
questions grouped into three categories.
The first category comprises questions related to the identification
of decisions that cite or could potentially cite a binding precedent:
Q1.1. Which decisions in the STF (overall, per Justice rapporteur, and
type of decision) explicitly cite a specific binding precedent?
Q1.2. Which decisions in the STF (overall, per Justice rapporteur, and
type of decision) could potentially cite a specific binding precedent?
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documents and BPs

(c) Visualization

(b) Identiﬁcation of Potential Citations
Global View
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Fig. 1. LegalVis workflow. (a) we first retrieve explicit citation information and filter representative decisions/BPs from our database. (b) these data
are used in an elaborate and two-fold strategy to infer potential citations. Finally, (c) the user can interactively explore documents that cite or could
potentially cite binding precedents through the three visual components that compose our framework.

Q1.3. Are there decisions related to a to-be-created binding precedent?
The second category of questions are related to the filtering and
analysis of relevant decisions:
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Q2.2. Given a date, are there similar decisions that cite the same
binding precedent?
Q2.3. Which are the most relevant decisions among those that cite
a specific binding precedent on a given date regarding the similarity
between binding precedent and decision?
Finally, the third category of questions addresses issues related to
the similarity between parts of decisions and BPs and the relevance of
those parts:
Q3.1. How similar is each part of a decision to the corresponding
binding precedent?
Q3.2. Which parts of a decision cite or are likely to cite a specific
binding precedent?
Q3.3. Given many decisions, can one quickly access multiple decisions
of interest and their relevant parts when analyzing different dates and
binding precedents?
3.2

Design Tasks

Based on the requirements described above, we raised concrete visualization tasks to guide the LegalVis system’s development, following the
mantra “overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand" [61].
T1 - Identification of explicit and potential citations: The system
should exhibit decisions that explicitly cite a specific binding precedent
(Q1.1) and identify/exhibit those that could potentially mention it (nonexplicit citation) (Q1.2, Q1.3).
T2 - Overview of decisions and binding precedents: The system
should provide an overview of all the decisions and binding precedents,
highlighting the chronological order they appear (Q1.3).
T3 - Filtering and selecting decisions: The system should allow
filtering decisions by Justice rapporteur, by decision type, and by type
of citation (explicit or potential) (Q1.1, Q1.2, Q1.3). It should also
allow selecting decisions based on the date and binding precedent
(Q2.1).
T4 - Grouping and ordering decisions: The system should identify
and group similar decisions that cite the same binding precedent on
a given date (Q2.2) and order them in the layout according to the
similarity between binding precedent and parts of a decision (Q2.3).
T5 - Highlight in decisions’ relevant parts: The system should
quickly identify the most similar paragraphs/sentences to the binding precedent (Q3.1). It should also highlight those parts that (either
explicitly or potentially) cite that precedent (Q3.2).
T6 - Document browsing history: The system must provide means to
access decisions already analyzed quickly, regardless of the date and
binding precedent (Q3.3).
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Fig. 2. Number of documents with a BP citation. Note that many BPs
have just a few citations.

3.3

Workflow

After mapping the requirements into design tasks, we define the system’s workflow (see Figure 1). In the first stage, data collection (a),
we consult the digitized decisions stored in a database. They already
contain the explicit citations that were found using regular expressions.
However, it is necessary to query and label the decisions and binding
precedents that we will use in the following stages (details in Sec. 4).
In the second stage, identification of potential citations (b), we use
the collected data to train a machine learning model that characterizes
a citation to a particular binding precedent. After that, the procedure
infers potential citations and explains the reason behind the decision by
employing an interpretability method (details in Sec. 5).
Finally, in the third stage, visualization (c), users explore and visualize documents that explicitly cite or that can potentially be citing
binding precedents. LegalVis comprises three linked view components:
Global View, which presents an overview of the data under a temporal
perspective; Paragraph Similarities View, which allows for filtering and
grouping relevant documents; and Document Reader, which shows a
document’s content and points out which parts of the document are
likely to mention a binding precedent (details in Sec. 6).
4

DATASET

When an STF justice decides a case, this decision is consolidated in
a document. Each document contains the decision’s text, publication
date, the justice that conducted the process (justice rapporteur), and
the document type (e.g., Complaint or Extraordinary Appeal). In this
work, we are interested in STF decisions that are somehow related to a
binding precedent, explicitly or potentially citing it.
In total, we have 58 binding precedents, idealized as a mechanism
to create a consolidated understanding among the STF’s justices. We
collected our dataset from a partnership with the Supremo em Números
(“STF in Numbers”, in free translation) project [30] — a project that
seeks to assess legal and computer knowledge to produce unprecedented
data on the Supreme Court. This dataset contains more than 2,500,000
documents since 1988 and metadata such as the number of the BP
being cited (if that is the case) and document type. Considering only
decisions that explicitly cite at least one of the 58 BPs, there are 38,364
documents, totaling 41,031 citations (some documents may mention
more than one BP). The number of citations per BP does not follow a
uniform distribution, as we can see in Figure 2.
As requested by the domain experts, the name of the justice rappor-

teur is essential for the analysis. However, this information was not
in the initial dataset, so we extracted it using regular expressions in
the document’s content. As part of the data cleaning process, we had
some difficulties: (i) documents with different titles but same content
(we refer to them as duplicated documents), and (ii) documents in
which it is not trivial to extract out the justice name. However, these
problems did not impact our work’s development, and we give more
details in Sec. 9.
In this work, we decided to deal with documents that explicitly cite
at least one of the ten most-cited BPs (i.e., 3, 4, 10, 11, 14, 17, 20, 26,
33, and 37). We made this decision to have a representative sample
of documents and citations. In fact, after ignoring the “duplicated"
documents and considering only documents that cite just one BP each,
we gathered 29,743 documents and 31,070 citations related to these 10
BPs, which corresponds to 77.5% and 75.7%, respectively, compared
to all documents and citations from the initial dataset. Besides these
29,743 documents, we also consider other 30 thousand documents,
without explicit citations, that we will use to identify potential citations
(details in Sec. 5). Finally, our documents generally have less than four
thousand words (we have a word count histogram in Appendix B).
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Fig. 3. Pipeline of identification of potential citations. (a) Labeled documents are pre-processed and used to fit a classifier that learns what
characterizes a citation. (b) The fitted classifier is used to infer potential
citations for documents without explicit citations, and an interpretability
technique explains the inference, presenting the most relevant sentences.

P OTENTIAL C ITATIONS

In the context of citations to binding precedents, relevant questions may
arise. For instance, “are there documents that potentially cite a BP?”
(i.e., the document should have cited the BP but it has not), or “are
the document and the BP related enough?” These questions can help
understand how STF works and if the BPs are correctly applied.
In this section, we investigate the possibility of potential citations
and how to find them. We describe our modeling of identification of
potential citations as a classification task, and we discuss how to use
classifiers to infer the citations. Our pipeline for identifying potential
citations (Figure 3) is composed of two main steps: (a) the learning
process, when the models learn what makes a citation, and (b) the potential citation inference, when we use the models to identify a potential
citation and an interpretability technique to explain this decision. We
give more details about these stages in the following.
5.1

(a) Learning Process

Learning Process

Suppose there is a function dX : U → R that takes a document D from
our corpus U and returns a score of citing the binding precedent X.
When a document has a “good” score through dX , we can assign it to
a potential citation group. Motivated by this reasoning, the potential
citation identification process starts searching for such a function dX .
There are many ways to model the problem above. Two possible
approaches are to consider the score dX as the distance between the
document D and the BP X in some latent space or compute the probability of D citing the BP X. With these approaches, when the distance
between D and BP X is small, or D citing X’s probability is high, we
say that we found a potential citation. The distance between D and BP
X can be computed by embedding D and BP X in a high dimensional
vector space (e.g., Doc2vec [44]) and then calculating the distance in
this space. In the second case, we could compute the probability of a
document D citing BP X by modeling the problem as a classification
task. If we fit a classification model in documents that cite the BP X,
the model can learn what makes a document cite the precedent. Therefore, we could employ the trained classifier to verify whether a new
document cites the BP X, using the model’s probability as a confidence
level for this assignment.
In this work, we rely on the classification approach to identify potential citations to BPs. The distance-based approach is similar to
clustering with centers in the BPs, so the approach is unsupervised by
nature. On the other hand, the classification is supervised and leverages
the labels of the other documents. It is also easier to identify a potential
citation confidence threshold in terms of probabilities than distances
(e.g., documents with model’s probability greater than tc are assigned
to a potential citation). Moreover, it is more straightforward to apply
interpretability techniques to classification models’ decisions (e.g., using Lime [57] or Anchors [58]) instead of trying to interpret citation
inference using vector representations.

Data Pre-processing: Before training our models, we need to process our data and create a balanced sample dataset, further split into
training, validation, and test datasets. We generate the sample dataset
by choosing a random sample of documents that cite one of the ten
most-cited BPs. As described in Sec. 4, we do not consider “duplicated”
documents or documents citing more than one BP. Avoiding duplicated
documents is necessary to prevent the classifier from overfitting the
data. Having documents citing only one BP ensures they only have one
label, making the classification task more straightforward.
We chose only to consider the ten most-cited precedents. The reasons
for this decision are twofold. First, the number of documents associated
with less frequent BPs is not enough to train the models, demanding
extra effort to remedy this situation, such as using a data augmentation
scheme. Second, the reduced number of documents associated with
the less frequent BPs can quickly be inspected manually, so there is no
need to undertake efforts to develop sophisticated resources to analyze
them. In total, our sample dataset contains 6,730 documents balanced
among the ten classes.
Given that most documents explicitly contain the text “Binding
Precedent #X” (in free translation), we remove these citations using
regular expressions to avoid hints during the classification process.
The documents also underwent a standard NLP text pre-processing,
which included converting the text to lowercase, tokenization, removing
punctuation and stop words, and lemmatization.
Text Embedding: As mentioned above, we use a classification model
to assess the probability of a document citing a BP. To assess different classifiers’ performance, we rely on text embedding methods to
generate a vector representation of the documents. We test different
embeddings to evaluate their performance: TF-IDF [60], Doc2vec [44],
Universal Sentence Encoder (USE) [20], and Longformer [7]. In TFIDF’s particular case, we have also applied a dimensionality reduction
procedure to map the documents to a 50-dimensional space using Truncated Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [34]. We call the final
representation Truncated TF-IDF. The reason to consider Longformer,
instead of a more popular language model, e.g. BERT [26], is that Longformer overcomes BERT’s limitation of 512 tokens. Note that USE
and Longformer do not need a pre-processed text (as described in the
previous paragraph) because both have their tokenization mechanism.
Classification: Support Vector Machines (SVM) are complex enough
for real-world classification problems and simple enough to be analyzed
mathematically [35]. Our study considers SVM with linear and Radial
Basis Function (RBF) kernels. Moreover, given that Longformer [7]
has a linear classification neural network layer plugged into it, we also
fine-tuned it to assess its classification performance in our context.
The described classifiers are used to search for potential citations
in unlabeled data, assigning probabilities to each document to belong
to each class. To get probabilities from an SVM, we need to make

5.2

Potential Citation Inference

This section describes how we use the classifiers to identify potential
citations and understand the models’ decisions (see Figure 3 (b)).
Citation Inference: The association between a text embedding technique and a classifier gives us what we call a model. A model receives
the raw text and returns the classifier’s probabilities, which we interpret
as the document’s probability to cite each precedent. We consider a
potential citation when the citation probability is greater or equal to a
threshold tc ∈ [0, 1] (chosen by the user).
Interpretability: A concern when dealing with machine learning models is their interpretability. For instance, if Truncated TF-IDF combined
with SVM points out that a document potentially cites BP 10 because
of high returned probability, how can we understand the reasons behind
this decision? Generally speaking, how can we trust this model? Understanding why a model is taking a particular decision is of paramount
importance [57], especially in sensitive scenarios like a legal document
analysis.
Consider document X and its embedding vector x ∈ Rd (e.g., TF-IDF
vector). This document’s probability of belonging to class C is given by
fC (x), with fC : Rd → [0, 1] a model’s returned probability for class C.
Our particular interest is to know the importance of each sentence from
document X to the given probability, i.e., if each sentence has positive,
negative, or neutral importance, and the magnitude of this importance.
After preliminary tests have discarded the employment of the leaveone-out feature importance (LOO) [49] for interpretability due to its
high sensitivity, we chose the Local Interpretable Model-agnostic Explanations (Lime) [57] method to tackle this issue. The intuition is
that, by removing a specific sentence and obtaining the variation of
probability ∆ fC , we can measure the importance of this sentence for the
prediction fC (x). More formally, we randomly remove some sentences
from document X, vectorize this new document to z, and add it to set Z.
Doing this many times, we have a collection Z of vectors around x in
high dimensional space. We approximate fC (z) using a linear model
g(z), minimizing the approximation error L ( fC , g, z) in z ∈ Z, but also
constraining the complexity Ω(g) of g.
This task can be interpreted as a weighted linear regression with regularization. We end with a model g(z) that is linear over the sentences
(i.e., the presence or absence of a sentence), where the linear model’s
coefficients can be interpreted as the importance score of each sentence
to the final prediction fC (x).
By default, Lime works with words, and there is also the possibility
of interpreting entire paragraphs. A word division brings some advantages, such as detailing. Still, it does not immediately assess each
sentence’s importance to the decision (e.g., sentences similar to the BP
text). A paragraph division is also interesting for visualization purposes
(see, for example, Sec. 6.3), but it merges various sentences into one,
hampering the precise identification of relevant parts. Therefore, our
choice of working with sentences comprises the “best of both worlds”.
In our experiments, Lime proved to be very robust and reliable when
dealing with sentences.
5.3

Modeling Results

The modeling described in Figure 3 (i.e., fitting classifiers to data,
using the classifiers to infer citations, and interpreting these inferences)
needs to be validated. In this section, we evaluate the modeling process
quantitatively and qualitatively.
Quantitative Analysis. We fit the classifiers with the text embedding
to a training set corresponding to 80% of our labeled, balanced sample
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calibration: using labeled data, create a map from the classifier’s output
(SVM scores) to a probability estimate for each class, which sum up
to 1. To create this map, we use the calibration method from Platt
et al. [55] for SVM with linear kernel and the Wu et al. [71] method
for RBF kernel. Platt et al.’s method, precisely, does not support the
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receive the SVM scores from a data instance and output a probability
estimate for each class.
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Fig. 4. Confusion matrix of Truncated TF-IDF with linear SVM on validation portion.
Table 1. Evaluation of models’ performance on validation portion of the
sample dataset. Precision, recall, and F1 score are the average of each
class’ metrics weighted by number of class instances.
Embedding

Classifier
Linear
Trunc. TF-IDF
RBF
Linear
TF-IDF
RBF
Longformer
Linear
Doc2vec
RBF
Linear
USE
RBF

Acc.
0.94
0.94
0.94
0.93
0.93
0.84
0.88
0.85
0.86

Precision
0.94
0.94
0.94
0.93
0.93
0.85
0.88
0.86
0.87

Recall
0.94
0.94
0.94
0.93
0.93
0.84
0.88
0.85
0.86

F1 score
0.94
0.94
0.94
0.93
0.93
0.84
0.88
0.85
0.86

dataset (randomly chosen, preserving balancing). Before applying
SVM, each text embedding coordinate was standardized, improving
SVM classification performance [3]. Then, we performed a grid search
and cross-validation to optimize SVM parameters (linear and RBF).
We also fine-tuned the Longformer model for four epochs, with a
batch size of 12 and a linear decrease of the learning rate. In general,
all models performed well in the validation set (10% of the sample
dataset, preserving balancing), especially TF-IDF-based models and
Longformer, as depicted in Tab. 1. In particular, Truncated TF-IDF with
linear SVM has an excellent performance when predicting the correct
BP on this set, as shown in the confusion matrix comparing the true
with the predicted BPs from Figure 4. Recall that the explicit mentions
of the BPs were removed from the documents in the pre-processing
step.
Qualitative Analysis. The models’ quantitative results support the
idea that searching for potential citations can be solved as a classification task. Moreover, TF-IDF combined with SVM and Longformer
presented pretty good results. However, Longformer tends to assign
probability close to 1 to a particular class and the remaining probabilities close to zero. This fact makes it hard to interpret the probabilities
returned by Longformer as a confidence level. In contrast, Truncated
TF-IDF with SVM better distributes probabilities between 0 and 1. This
fact added to other properties — ease of implementation, low dimensionality, and validation performance — rendered Truncated TF-IDF
with linear SVM the better choice in our context.
Chosen model on test data. The chosen model (Truncated TF-IDF
with linear SVM), which had good performance on validation data
(Table 1), also performed well on test data (10% of a sample dataset,
balanced), achieving 0.96 in all metrics of Table 1.
Identification Analysis. To search for potential citations, we run our

Table 2. Number of documents with potential citations of each BP found
by Truncated TF-IDF, for three different tc values.
tc
0.99
0.95
0.90

3
4
45
124

4
73
237
374

10
1
65
476

BP
14
17
2
7
78
184
212 524

11
1
8
85

20
4
59
88

26
5
118
368

33
50
344
469

37
1
42
119

Table 3. Visual components of LegalVis and the addressed tasks.

Global View
Parag. Similarities
Document Reader

T1
X
X
X

T2
X

Design Task
T3
T4
T5
X
X
X
X

T6

X

model with a document collection containing 30,000 documents that
do not cite any BP (Sec. 4). For sanity check, we also run our model
in documents that explicitly cite the ten chosen BPs. Of course, when
the model assigns a potential citation that is the same as the explicit
citation, we continue calling it explicit citation. The goal is to rely
on the classification model to find potential citations as one of the
ten chosen BPs. The larger the user-defined threshold tc (Sec. 5.2,
Citation Inference), the smaller the number of documents with potential
citations, as presented in Tab. 2.
We use Lime (Sec. 5.2) to understand why the model assigned
a potential citation to a document. The local model fitted by Lime
is a linear classifier. We can interpret this model’s weights as the
importance of each sentence to the model’s decision, i.e., the potential
citation assignment. These weights were mapped into a color range in
the document background to visually indicate which sentences are more
important. The validation of this assignment’s interpretability, so as
the potential citation assignment, is established in the usage scenarios
discussed in Sec. 7.
6

L EGALV IS

In this section we describe the visual components that compose
LegalVis and also provide implementation details. As shown in Figure 5, the system is made up of three main components, namely Global
View, Paragraph Similarities View, and Document Reader, that address
the proposed design tasks as depicted in Tab. 3.
6.1

Global View

Global View (Figure 5 (a)) is the main and first opened panel. This view
is responsible for showing an overview of the dataset under a temporal
perspective (T2) and providing interactive tools that guide the user
in searching for documents of interest (T3). Some documents in the
dataset do not have valid date information, as will be discussed in Sec. 9.
Since Global View depends on this attribute, these documents were
potentially used to train the classification model (Sec. 5) but ignored in
the visualization.
In this view, the x-axis represents the time a document was published
(monthly resolution), and the y-axis represents the BP. The red pins ( )
refer to the publication date of the corresponding BPs. For each one, a
vertical bar on a particular date indicates the existence of documents
published on that date that cite such BP (T1). The height of each bar
reflects the number of documents published on that date, and its color
is defined such that (i) blue bars (without borders) indicate that every
document in that month cites the BP explicitly, (ii) orange bars (without
borders) suggest that every document potentially (rather than explicitly)
cites the BP, and (iii) blue bars with orange edges indicate the presence
of both explicit and potential citations.
For better understanding and exploration of regions of interest, users
can zoom in, zoom out and pan. Other interactions include filtering
documents by (i) the type of citation (explicit and/or potential); (ii)
Justice rapporteur; (iii) document type (e.g., complaints or appeals);
and (iv) potential citation confidence (threshold tc ). Finally, a tooltip
showing the number of the BP, the date, and the number of documents

(total, with explicit citations, and with potential citations) appears when
a bar has hovered over. The publication date of the BP is also shown
alongside the red pin.
We considered other design choices for Global View, for example,
fixed-size squares with the number of documents mapped by a colorscale (a strategy similar to the Temporal Activity Map [50]) and varyingsize circles instead of vertical bars. Since color coding was already
considered the more suitable strategy to represent explicit/potential
citations in this view (and in Paragraph Similarities View, as we show
in the next section), and given the high level of overlaps and cluttering
obtained with varying-size circles, mapping the number of documents
through bars with varying heights was preferred.
6.2 Paragraph similarities View
Once the user has found a set of documents (i.e., a bar) of interest in
Global View, he/she can select such a set by clicking on the bar. The
user is then redirected to the Paragraph Similarities View (Figure 5 (b)),
which presents in the y-axis all documents from the selected bar, that
is, documents that cite a particular BP on a given date.
Each document is divided into paragraphs, indicated by the horizontal stack of bars. The bar’s size means the size of the paragraph, and the
color intensity reflects the similarity between the corresponding paragraph and the BP text; the darker the color, the greater the similarity,
and the more common parts exist between the BP and the paragraph
(T5). Similarly to Global View, the color of each stacked bar stands
for explicit (blue) or potential (orange) citation (T1). The similarity
is given by the angular distance [20] between two Truncated-TF-IDF
vectors, but other embeddings and similarities (e.g., the raw cosine
similarity) could be adopted.
To guide users further exploring the set of documents, we group them
into clusters (T4 – details below). Inside each cluster, the documents
are positioned in descending order of similarity between the document
and the BP, which is defined as the maximum similarity between its
paragraphs and the BP (T4). Showing documents in descending order
of similarity is helpful because the user can promptly identify the top-k
most similar, and therefore most interesting, documents. Furthermore,
to quickly assess the document distribution w.r.t. the similarity values,
we also show an interactive bar chart above each color bar.
Document Clustering. Since a binding precedent may cover decisions
related to different subjects, the Brazilian Supreme Court website provides, for each BP, some clusters of decisions created according to their
subjects. There are only a few clusters for each BP, each containing a
few labeled documents (for instance, there are 8 clusters for BP 4, each
containing two documents on average). We employed NLP text preprocessing and applied topic modeling strategies to cluster documents
according to their relevant words to take advantage of this limited but
useful ground truth. We have tested different and well-established topic
extraction methods, including LDA [9], NMF [23], SNMF [40], and
PSMF [28]. The NMF (Frobenius norm) method presented the best
results, so we adopted it as the default method.
In the Paragraph Similarities View, users are free to choose the
desired number of clusters/topics. A word cloud with the top-10 most
relevant keywords is shown alongside each cluster to optimize the task
of finding clusters of interest. Buttons
and
allow one to navigate
between the detected clusters.
6.3 Document Reader
After finding a decision that seems interesting, the user selects one of
its paragraphs by clicking on it. At this moment, he/she is redirected to
Document Reader (Figure 5 (c)), a view that enables the analysis of
both the document’s content and the BP text. In this view, the colored
bars from the Paragraph Similarities View are also visible alongside
the paragraphs (Figure 5 (c) and Figure 6).
When a paragraph is hovered over, its content and the BP text are
shown as illustrated in Figure 6, with the common parts highlighted or
not depending on the user’s needs (T5 — flag “Show text similarity”).
In the example shown in the figure, one may notice that the text of
the paragraph associated with the darkest blue bar is contained in the
BP text (see yellow highlights). To analyze any other paragraph of

(a) Global View
(c) Document reader

(b) Paragraph Similarities View

Fig. 5. LegalVis is composed of three interactive views designed to support the exploration of documents and binding precedents: Global View,
Paragraph Similarities View, and Document Reader.

6.4

Implementation Details

Our system adopts a client-server architecture. From the client perspective (front-end), all three visual components were implemented using
the D3 library [25]. The server-side (back-end) was implemented in
Python and employs some well-established libraries and tools, such
as Flask [33], Scikit-learn [54], NLTK [8], ElasticSearch [29], and
others. For storing and retrieving documents’ and binding precedents’
information, LegalVis relies on a MySQL database.
7
Fig. 6. Comparison between a selected paragraph and the binding
precedent. By hovering over the paragraphs of a selected document in
Document Reader, users can compare their contents with the binding
precedent being cited. Optionally, common parts are highlighted to help
in the analysis (yellow).

the current document, one may hover over its text without revisiting
Paragraph Similarities View.
Document Reader also incorporates Lime when the opened document refers to a potential citation (T1, T5). In this case, instead of
just showing the document’s raw text (as in Figure 6), the parts of
the document’s content are highlighted according to their influence
(negative, neutral, or positive) in the potential citation identification
process (see Figure 5 (c)).
Since one may analyze many documents published on different
dates and citing different BPs, Document Reader also keeps track of
recently opened documents (T6), allowing the user to quickly revisit
them through the document browsing history (Figure 6).
In practice, it is not uncommon to find complex cases in which
a single justice writes his or her decision in a document with more
than 100 pages. Document Reader minimizes experts’ reading time by
tracking recently opened documents of interest and pointing out exactly
which paragraphs of the document are likely to mention the binding
precedent, even if not explicitly. These characteristics increase the time
efficiency of those who search for specific citations in long documents.

U SAGE S CENARIOS

In this section, we discuss two usage scenarios that demonstrate the
capabilities of LegalVis in exploring legal documents related to binding
precedents. The first usage scenario is related to tasks T1, T2, T5 and
highlights the system’s effectiveness in identifying potential citations
under three different situations. The second usage scenario addresses
T2, T3, T4, and T6 by showing an exploratory analysis involving
related decisions reported by two particular justice rapporteurs. Unless
explicitly stated otherwise, all analyses adopt tc = 0.95. To better
understand, we also translated those parts of documents and binding
precedents crucial for the analyses to English. The original text contents
(in Portuguese) are available in Appendix A.
7.1

Exploring Potential Citations

As observed in the explicit citations, potential citations are expected to
exist in documents published after the publication of the binding precedent they refer to. There are, though, documents with potential citations
to a particular BP whose publishing date is before the creation date of
that BP. Recall that a binding precedent represents a consolidated understanding among the Supreme Court’s justices. Thus a series of decisions
may have existed related to this underlying judicial issue that led to the
precedent’s creation. In this usage scenario, we explore three particular
potential citations (Figure 7), two of them identified in documents prior
to the binding precedent publication (Figure 7, left and middle).
The first potential citation involves a document published in Feb.
2013 containing an instrument appeal (“agravo de instrumento”, in free
translation). According to the system, this document potentially cites
BP 37, even though this BP was published in Oct. 2014 (Figure 7 (a)).
When analyzing how similar the paragraphs of this document are to

(a)

(e)

(h)

(b)

(f)

(i)

Except in the cases ﬁxed in the Constitution, the
minimum wage cannot be used as a base index for
calculating the advantage of civil servants or
employees, nor be replaced by a judicial decision.

Violates the plenary reserve clause (Federal Constitution, Article 97) the decision of a Court's fractional
body that, although not expressly declare the unconstitutionality of a law or normative act of the public power,
excludes its incidence, in whole or in part.

(c)

It is not up to the Judiciary, which has no legislative
function, to increase the salaries of public servants,
on the grounds of isonomy.

...in view of the current Constitution, Precedent 339 is
still in force ('It is not up to the Judiciary, which has no
legislative function, to increase the salaries of public
servants, on grounds of isonomy '), inasmuch as...

(d)

ABRIDGMENT: SPECIAL PENSION. FIXATION
BASED ON THE MINIMUM WAGE. F.C. ART. 7th, IV
The prohibition on the binding of the minimum wage,
contained in inc. IV of art. 7 of the Federal Constitution,
aims to prevent the use of the referred parameter as
an indexing factor for obligations without salary or food
content. However, it...

... Labor Court. According to the allegations, the imposed sentence - payment of labor sums due by a third
party service provider, in view of the subsidiary liability
- occurred through a statement by the fractional body,
without observing the plenary reserve clause.

On the merits, it seeks to revoke the questioned
judgment, in order to guarantee the authority of the
content of the Binding Entry #10 of the Precedent
of the Supreme Court.

(g)

(j)

Fig. 7. Three potential citations to different binding precedents. (left) a document with the entire BP 37’s text but published before creating this
binding precedent. (middle) a document published before the creation of BP 4 that potentially cites its underlying reasoning. (right) a document
potentially citing BP 10 while adopting a different terminology to refer to this binding precedent (unlabeled document).

BP 37 in the Paragraph Similarities View, we see that one of them is
very close to it (the darkest orange bar in Figure 7 (b)). By looking
at the content of this presumable relevant paragraph in the Document
Reader (Figure 7 (c)), one may notice that Lime considered a long
part of it as of great importance in the citation identification process
(see the darkest green background on the text). Recall that Document
Reader also allows users to compare the text of the corresponding
binding precedent with any selected paragraph, with the possibility of
highlighting their common parts. By using this feature (Figure 7 (d)),
we can easily perceive that this paragraph contains the entire BP text,
with a single modification (“on the” vs “on”). At this point, a relevant
question emerges: How can a document have the text of a BP before
its creation? In fact, this document does not quote BP 37; instead, it
quotes Precedent 339 (Súmula 339), a precedent that was eventually
converted into BP 37 [14] (see explicit mention to Precedent 339 just
before the highlighted parts in Figure 7 (d)).
A potential citation with the explicit BP text is an exception, especially for documents published before the creation of the BP. The
expected behavior is that documents and BPs involved in potential
citations have the same implicit reasoning. Our second analysis (Figure 7 (middle)) illustrates this case by considering an instrument appeal, published in Nov. 2004 (Figure 7 (e)), that potentially cites BP
4 (created in April 2008). After selecting one of its paragraphs in the
Paragraph Similarities View (Figure 7 (f)), we can compare its text
with the BP text in the Document Reader. When analyzing the BP
text and also two parts that were considered relevant by Lime in two
adjacent paragraphs (the selected one and a neighbor), we see that both
the document and the BP refer to the prohibition of using the minimum
wage as an indexing factor (Figure 7 (g)), which supports the claim of
a valid potential citation; they however describe this subject in different
ways.
The two cases described so far demonstrate the usefulness of
LegalVis for identifying and analyzing documents published before
creating the binding precedent they are somehow related to. Identifying and exploring these documents help users to understand why
the Supreme Court creates binding precedents, one of the key needs
pointed out by judicial experts that LegalVis successfully addresses
through tasks T1 (identification of potential citations), T2 (overview of
documents under a temporal perspective), and T5 (highlight in relevant

parts of the documents).
In practice, a justice may refer to a binding precedent X as “binding
entry #X of the precedent" (“verbete vinculante no X da súmula”, in
free translation). This latter terminology was not considered when
labeling the documents, so (i) documents adopting it were marked as
not having explicit citations (i.e., unlabeled documents), and (ii) it can
be used as ground-truth to validate the identification process. To study
this case, we rely on a complaint (“reclamação”) that potentially cites
BP 10 when adopting tc = 0.91 (Figure 7 (right)). This document was
selected among all documents that (explicitly or potentially) cite BP
10 in Sep. 2013 (Figure 7 (h-i)). When comparing the text of the BP
with one of the paragraphs marked as of great importance by Lime
(Figure 7 (j)), we can notice that both refer to some violation of the
so-called plenary reserve clause. Still, while the BP defines the rule,
the document brings a real-world and related situation. Although this
common subject suggests a coherent and valid potential citation, we can
validate it by observing an explicit mention to “Binding Entry #10 of
the Precedent of the Supreme Court" in another document’s paragraph
(Figure 7 (j)). This example supports once more the usefulness of
LegalVis in identifying and exploring potential citations and demonstrates the potential of the system to optimize and validate document
labeling.
7.2

Related Decisions

Users may explore LegalVis to search for patterns involving decisions
and/or BPs. As shown in Figure 8, this usage scenario presents an
exploratory analysis focusing on related decisions reported by two
Supreme Court’s justices, Teori Zavascki and Edson Fachin.
BP 14 covers a criminal law theme. It grants lawyers the right to
access every documented evidence already collected during an investigation that could help them prove their client’s innocence. It was
applied, for example, at the Lava Jato case, a criminal investigation
started in 2014 in Brazil on alleged irregularities involving several individuals and companies, among them Petrobras, the largest state-owned
company in Brazil [69].
Among the 64 documents of type “petition” (“petição”, in Portuguese) that cite or are likely to cite BP 14, 33 are associated with
Teori Zavascki and 21 to Edson Fachin. Likewise, among the 67
documents of type “investigation” (“inquérito”) related to this BP,

Teori Zavascki
+ Edson Fachin
(44 documents)
Teori Zavascki
(26 documents)
Edson Fachin
(18 documents)

(a)

(b)

(c)

1

It is also imperative to point out what has already been decided on
similar hypotheses, speciﬁcally in the sense that even the handling
of Investigations 4,325 and 4,326, under my report, does not imply...

2

Therefore, in line with what was decided by the late Justice Teori
Zavascki in the records of Invesigation 4,231 - in a very similar
question -, the procedure under...
Follows an excerpt of the decision made by Justice Teori Zavascki
in the records of the above-mentioned Investigation 4,231:

3

‘‘...appear as investigated in procedures whose genesis is found in
this Court, due to unlawfulness found in contracts with Petrobras...
(...) In fact, the Attorney General himself, at Petition 6,014, stated
that there was no connection between the facts found in the Lava
Jato operation and those related to...’’

(d)

Fig. 8. Exploratory analysis showing a decision reported by Edson Fachin
that is related to other reported by Teori Zavascki on the same subject:
Lava Jato operation.

Zavascki is the rapporteur of 26, and Fachin has 18, followed by other
justices. Except for a single document, Fachin only started dealing
with documents of these types after Zavascki stopped, as illustrated
by Figure 8 (a) for documents “investigation”. A brief background is
required to understand this behavior: Teori Zavascki was the Supreme
Court’s justice rapporteur for the Lava Jato operation cases. Several of
Zavascki’s decisions, therefore, were related to Lava Jato. He passed
away in Jan. 2017 due to an airplane crash, and Fachin was appointed
as a new rapporteur for the Lava Jato’s cases from that moment on [15].
In this usage scenario, rather than validating potential citation identification, we want to find out if there is a relation between decisions
from Zavascki and Fachin connected to Lava Jato. We begin our exploratory analysis by selecting in Global View all documents associated
with Edson Fachin for BP 14 in Sep. 2017. The five retrieved documents are shown in Paragraph Similarities View as a single cluster.
After asking for two clusters using topic modeling, the documents are
clustered as shown in Figure 8 (b), i.e., a cluster “Topic 1” containing
two complaints (documents of type “Rcl”) that explicitly cite BP 14
and a cluster “Topic 2”, containing three investigations (documents
of type “Inq”) that potentially cite BP 14. We also see terms related
to investigation (e.g., “investigar” and “apurar”) and “petrobras” in
the word-cloud relative to Topic 2 (Figure 8 (c)), which is interesting
for our search. It is worth noting that the quality of this clustering

supports the suitability of topic modeling for separating the documents.
As expected, documents of different types tend to be characterized by
different words, and consequently, separated into different clusters.
By exploring Topic 2’s last document (“Inq 4413”) with Document
Reader, we can identify three parts in the text that are relevant for
our analysis (Figure 8 (d)). By observing these parts, we can finally
establish the relationship we were looking for: Fachin explicitly agrees
with Zavascki’s decision at “Investigation 4,231” (Figure 8 (d-2)). This
decision, which is related to Lava Jato and Petrobras (Figure 8 (d-3)), is
unfortunately under legal secrecy and is not available for analysis. In his
decision, Fachin also mentions two other investigations (ids 4,325 and
4,326 – see Figure 8 (d-1)), where one may find other agreements or
controversies. By identifying this kind of relation between decisions or
justices, experts can understand and explore the adopted arguments in
new and related processes or anticipate possible outcomes of ongoing
ones. The system also facilitates comparisons of decisions. If we
open multiple documents in the system (e.g., those related to these
investigations), we can promptly switch between them by using the
document browsing history.
Recall that LegalVis has identified a potential citation between “Inq
4413” and BP 14 with confidence tc = 0.95. Even though we could
not establish reasons that justify this identification, the presented usage
scenario showed the system’s effectiveness in assisting users in finding
patterns and behaviors related to particular justices and documents’
types. Since LegalVis properly tackles tasks T2 and T3, finding the
temporal relationship between cases reported by Zavasci and Fachin
was easy in the explored scenario. Reaching the analyzed document
of interest was easy, mainly because of the topic modeling clustering
(T4). Finally, comparisons among different decisions are possible and
uncomplicated through the document browsing history (T6).
8 E VALUATION FROM E XPERTS
This section describes an evaluation with experts performed to collect
detailed feedback about the presented usage scenarios, the usefulness
and usability of the tool, and ideas for further improvement.
8.1 Participants
We recruited six domain experts not involved in the tool’s development
to evaluate our proposal. They work as attorneys (2), researchers (2),
legal assistants (1), and trainees (1) and have from 1.5 to 22 years of
experience in analyzing legal documents and/or binding precedents.
The participation was voluntary and without payment.
8.2 Evaluation Process
The expert evaluation involved three steps. First, the participants had to
watch a video presenting the pipeline to identify potential citations, the
visual components of LegalVis, and the two usage scenarios described
in Sec. 7. After that, we invited them to explore the tool through two
well-defined tasks:
T1: We asked the participants to select the documents associated with
Justice Ricardo Lewandowski and: (i) identify the BP least cited by
him; (ii) identify the time interval in which he did not cite any BP
(if any); (iii) based on the provided word cloud, give their opinion on
what they think the 16 decisions associated to him and explicitly citing
BP 20 on May 2014 refer to; (iv) find a decision, reported by him,
that not only explicitly cites a BP (any BP) but also contains the BP’s
text. While we consider (i) and (ii) relatively straightforward as they
can be answered through Global View with few interactions (filtering
options), our goal with (iii) was to guide the participants to Paragraph
Similarities View and evaluate how helpful and trustful the word cloud
containing relevant keywords is. We also aimed to assess the system
for exploring decisions with explicit citations (iv).
T2: We asked the participants to find any decision with a potential
citation (tc = 0.95) and inform which part of the decision’s text they
consider relevant w.r.t. the corresponding BP. Besides evaluating the
system for explorations involving potential citations, we aimed to assess
the quality of the results found by LegalVis on this matter.
Finally, the experts answered a set of quantitative (QT) and qualitative (QL) questions. Regarding the quantitative ones, participants had

QT1
QT2
QT3
QT4
QT5
QT6
QT7
QT8
QT9
QT10

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly agree

Fig. 9. Answers for questions QT1-QT10 according to six domain experts
not involved in the tool’s development. The bar length indicates the
percentage of respondents who have chosen that specific Likert level.

to answer, through a 5-point Likert scale, whether they agree with the
following statements: “Usage scenario 1 is relevant.” (QT1); “Usage
scenario 2 is relevant.” (QT2); “It is easy to find decisions with explicit
or potential citations throughout time.” (QT3); “It is easy to filter
interesting decisions for analysis.” (QT4); “It is easy to identify parts
of decisions related to the BP of interest.” (QT5); “LegalVis is useful.”
(QT6); “It is easy to learn how to use LegalVis.” (QT7); “LegalVis is
efficient and would optimize my time.” (QT8); “LegalVis is easy to use.”
(QT9); “LegalVis has an intuitive interface.” (QT10).
Besides asking for comments on QT3-QT6, and also a general comment on QT7-QT10, the qualitative questions include: “What is your
impression about the proposed pipeline for the identification of potential citations?” (QL1); “What do you highlight as relevant or interesting
in usage scenarios 1 (QL2) and 2 (QL3)? ”; “Without LegalVis, what
are the challenges in performing analysis similar to the ones you have
made?” (QL4); “What other tools that allow this type of analysis do
you know?” (QL5); “What are the advantages (QL6) and disadvantages (QL7) of LegalVis compared to other tools you are used to?”; “In
your opinion, which are the most helpful visual components?” (QL8);
“Besides the existing visual components, which other components do
you think could be incorporated in LegalVis?” (QL9); “Would you like
to leave a final comment?” (QL10). We only asked QL6 and Q7 to
those who know other tools that allow similar analyses (QL5).
8.3

Results

Five of the six participants responded to T1(i) correctly, and all six
provided similar/correct answers for T1(ii-iv). We invalidated one
answer for T2 because the participant used a document with explicit
citation (instead of a potential one) to answer it; four of the other
participants provided answers in line with Lime. We present in the
following the experts’ opinions about (i) the pipeline of identification
of potential citations, (ii) relevance of the usage scenarios described
in Sec. 7, (iii) system’s usefulness, (iv) usability, and (v) scope for
further improvements.
Potential citation identification (QL1, QL10): The experts considered the pipeline interesting, robust, and promising. One of the participants commented: “Although I don’t know how the machine learning
works, the proposal is exciting and, without doubt, of great value not
only to lawyers but also to all careers that depend on the analysis of
judicial decisions." For another expert, “The pipeline seems excellent.
The use and improvement of machine learning algorithms lead to great
results". According to a third participant, “It enhances the search for
binding precedents and similar decisions, which helps attorneys to
support their petitions".
Usage scenarios (QT1, QT2, QL2, QL3): The first usage scenario
was considered relevant by five of the six participants (Figure 9 (QT1)).
According to their comments, they were particularly delighted because
it “clearly demonstrates the applicability of the tool” and its results
show that LegalVis “enables and facilitates the identification of previous court positions that led to the creation of BPs” in a “practical and
intelligent way”.

Although the overall rating for the second usage scenario is also
positive (Figure 9 (QT2)), one participant considered it not relevant.
He/she stated: “This analysis involves going through several steps
that seem less necessary. If the objective is to compare decisions, a
simpler way would be to compare the decisions they cite and their
content directly”. It is worth noting that this usage scenario describes
the comparison between decisions and demonstrates how users can find
relevant decisions and justices to be compared. For another participant,
this usage scenario is relevant because it shows that the system “helps
to find similar decisions, which bring unity to the judiciary”. A third
expert commented: “I foresee great applicability in the field of legal
arguments. Great.”
System’s usefulness (QT6, QT8, QL4-QL6, QL10): All participants
consider LegalVis a useful tool, and all but one think it is efficient
and time-saving (Figure 9 (QT6, QT8)). One of them commented:
“While learning the features, I already anticipated using the tool better
illustrate my classes, opinions, and scientific articles”. According to
another participant: “It will greatly help all law professionals, bringing
more quality to the services provided and reducing research time”. A
third expert commented: “I hope I can use the tool for professional
purposes as soon as possible.”
According to the experts, LegalVis is useful because it addresses
some critical issues related to large-scale data analysis (3 participants
mentioned this issue), filtering options (2), and searches based only
on keywords (3). Only two participants responded ‘yes’ when asked
whether they know similar tools. The tools they mentioned are the
STF’s website and a platform named JusBrasil [38]. According to
one participant, “the search offered by these websites is based only
on keywords and some filters. Thus, LegalVis proves to be much more
complete and useful for the better development of activities related
to legal arguments. In my opinion, the LegalVis proposal is broader
and more useful.” Another participant commented: “LegalVis seems to
have a proposal that simplifies large-scale data analysis. Most jurists
I know rely on search tools based on not much more than keywords.
In that sense, LegalVis would be an important tool”. A third expert
highlighted one problem with keyword-based search engines: “Without
LegalVis, we would have to search for keywords on the STF’s website.
The problem is that it is not always possible to think of good keywords
to use. Sometimes even their search engine is poor.”
Besides the advantages mentioned above, LegalVis was also considered useful because “potential citations seem to be an excellent source
of argument to use in the Courts.” This participant’s comment continues: “I consider the tool very useful, not only in terms of litigation
but also in the development of academic activities (scientific articles,
research, classes, etc.).”
System’s usability (QT3-QT5, QT7, QT9, QT10, QL8): Five of the
six participants consider it easy to find decisions with citations throughout time (Figure 9 (QT3)), especially those with explicit citations. They
also agree that one can quickly identify parts of decisions related to
the BP of interest (Figure 9 (QT5)). Filtering interesting decisions for
analysis, on the other hand, was considered a more difficult task (Figure 9 (QT4)). About that, one participant commented: “The learning
curve of the system is a little slower at first due to the complexity and a
large number of utilities that can be extracted. However, I emphasize
that it is possible to filter very interesting documents for analysis”.
Despite this comment about the learning curve, most experts agree that
it is easy to learn how to use LegalVis (Figure 9 (QT7)).
According to most participants, LegalVis is easy to use and has
an intuitive interface (Figure 9 (QT9, QT10)). Regarding the most
helpful visual components, the experts reported different opinions:
“the similarity color scale”, “highlight in relevant excerpts”, “timeline
visualization”, “similarity bar alongside the decision’s paragraph”,
“all of them are useful”.
Scope for improvements (QT4, QT10, QL7, QL9, QL10): Although
LegalVis shows strong capabilities to enhance the analysis of legal
documents and binding precedents, it can still be improved as suggested
by the domain experts. Regarding filtering interesting decisions and
new features, received suggestions include “filtering by justice and

document type are interesting, but I think more important is a keyword
filter, similar to the one offered by the STF’s website, to make it easier
to search for a specific subject.” and “it would be nice if LegalVis
could incorporate subject filtering”. It is worth mentioning that, since
we have both the decisions’ texts and the capability to detect relevant
keywords through topic modeling, LegalVis could incorporate these
features with little effort.
Some experts felt that LegalVis could become more user-friendly
and offer more filtering possibilities. One of them commented: “The
system is really cool! I think, however, that it is still possible to improve
the visual aspect, for example, by removing from the visualization those
BPs that are not subject of the person’s research”. Another expert also
suggested filtering decisions based on time intervals defined by the user.
LegalVis can naturally incorporate these filtering options.
About the quality of the potential citation identification, one participant reported that “there seem to be a few cases where the potential
citation is not very related to the BP”. We will discuss ideas for improving our model in the next section.
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The presented usage scenarios and experts’ evaluations show that
LegalVis is a helpful tool to assist judicial experts in analyzing legal documents. LegalVis can also be adapted to assist experts from
the legal field in deciding whether or not a BP should be associated
with a process under analysis, reducing the processing times. A similar
framework could also be applied to other domains like medicine and
public purchases. Medical prescriptions and government purchases
can be seen as legal documents while the regulatory rules as BPs, for
example. Another potential application is in scientific research, where
papers to be cited can be seen as precedents for new ones.
TF-IDF performance. An important question from our results is why
TF-IDF presents better performance than the new generation of text representations tools (Doc2vec, USE, and Longformer). One hypothesis is
that the presence of specific words dictates the behavior of the classifier
(SVM in our case). We performed several experiments considering
both a decision tree classifier over bag-of-words and a logistic regression using TF-IDF with L1 regularization in a one-vs-rest multiclass
classification approach to analyze this aspect further. Both experiments
showed that the presence of specific words led to high accuracy in the
classification (over 85% on validation set). However, each classification method highlights a different set of relevant words, making it hard
to establish a consensus on which words are essential for classifying
each BP. This fact reinforces the critical role of Lime, as it allows for
breaking the document into sentences rather than words, facilitating
the interpretation. Moreover, Lime explanations are local (per sample),
enabling individual understanding of the model’s decision.
The issue related to the inferior performance of Doc2vec, USE, and
Longformer may also be associated with the lack of pre-trained models
with Brazilian Portuguese, in particular with Brazilian Portuguese
legal language, which has several particularities in the writing style
and terms used throughout the documents. This key factor might be
negatively impacting the models’ performance. Training models to
suit the characteristics of legal data is a task we are very interested
in, and the accomplishment of this task is in our near future plans.
It is essential to mention that in certain cases, TF-IDF can, indeed,
outperform Doc2vec, as already reported by some previous work [5, 68,
75].
Problems with data. The dataset we use came from a partnership with
another project (recall Sec. 4). Unfortunately, it presents some limitations that required some adaptations in our system: (i) presence of some
“duplicated” documents, i.e., documents with different titles but same
raw texts that had to be ignored in the classification to avoid overfitting
the data; (ii) presence of some documents without valid date attribute
(marked as Jan. 1970), which were ignored in the visualization; (iii)
presence of some documents for which it was impossible to automatically extract justice information (marked as “unknown justice”).
Potential citation identification model. Although efficient, our model
is simple in the sense that it only considers the documents’ raw texts. As

future work, we intend to incorporate metadata (e.g., justice rapporteur
and date) directly into the process. These metadata already exist as
parts of the texts, but we hypothesize that giving more weight to them
would improve the identification. We also plan to experiment with
other models (e.g., Big Bird [73]) and analyze their performance. A
promising experiment would be to test with Transformer-based models
pretrained using Portuguese texts (e.g., BERTimbau [63]), differently
of Longformer, which we hypothesize is a downside in our case. Not
least, the system’s current version does not allow users to influence the
model’s decisions. We now intend to aggregate user relevance feedback
to improve the performance through additional training. Such feedback
would be especially relevant when dealing with more (and imbalanced)
BPs or citations to multiple BPs.
Number of documents and binding precedents. There are 58 binding
precedents up to this moment, and we chose to explore only the ten
most cited of them. Before increasing this number, one should be aware
that there are binding precedents with just a few citations, consequently
impairing the classification task. To address these issues, we intend to
explore data augmentation methods (e.g., EDA [70]) and other unbalanced classification methods [41]. We also plan to exhibit each class
performance and each document’s potential citation probability. This
way, users are better informed and can influence the system’s decisions
through the relevance feedback mentioned.
Topic Modeling. As shown in the second usage scenario, our clustering
strategy based on topic modeling is helpful to guide users to documents
of interest. However, the lack of ground truth with a representative sample of decisions impaired a formal evaluation of its quality. Although
validated by domain experts for particular cases, we intend to augment
our ground truth and perform a more robust analysis.
10 C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented LegalVis, a web-based visual analytic system designed to assist lawyers and other judicial experts in analyzing
legal documents that cite or could potentially cite binding precedents.
LegalVis first identifies potential citations by implementing a simple
yet powerful machine learning model based on classification. Then, an
interpretability mechanism also incorporated into the system provides
reliable explanations for the model’s decisions. Finally, all this information becomes accessible through the three interactive and linked
views that compose the system. Qualitative and quantitative analyses
validated the performance of the proposed model and two usage scenarios demonstrated the usefulness and effectiveness of LegalVis system.
Both scenarios were validated by six domain experts not involved in
the system’s development, who also reported positive feedback.
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